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Introduction 
YouTube is one of the most popular Websites in the world , with approximately 1,300 million               1

users worldwide, and 300 hours of new videos are uploaded per minute . It is also used in                 2

academic contexts, for example in teaching, for disseminating talks from academic           
conferences (Thelwall et al., 2012) or for demonstration of scientific phenomena.  
 
Closely related work are studies of TED Talks as a form of videos disseminating science and                
technology related presentations (Sugimoto et al, 2013). Although giving a TED Talk does             
not seem to impact subsequent citation counts for scientist, it has been proven that              
academic presenters were more prominent in terms of citation impact than average for their              
field (Sugimoto et al., 2013). These evidences suggests that YouTube videos and            
corresponding popularity statistics can be used as an indicator of scientific success.  
 
YouTube videos and their comments have also been used as a source 1) for subtopic               
mining (Thelwall, 2017), 2) for insights into audience reactions to important issues (Thelwall,             
Sud & Vis, 2012), 3) for gender bias assessment in scientific video channels (Thelwall &               
Mas-Bleda, 2018).  
 
Kousha, Thelwall & Abdoli (2012) analyzed the content of videos that are being cited in               
scholarly publications. We are looking at the other direction of information flow by focusing              
on popular videos that reference scientific publications in the video description. In this way,              
we want to learn more about how scientific publications are being cited and discussed by the                
YouTube community. In particular, we are interested in:  

- Which kind of scientific content is receiving attention on YouTube?  
- How do YouTube users discuss scientific content? Are comments positive or           

negative?  
- Who is citing scientific articles on YouTube? 

This paper presents preliminary results from some ongoing work in progress. 

1 According to Alexa’s ranking  https://www.alexa.com/topsites.  
2 According to https://merchdope.com/youtube-statistics/  
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Data collection and basic statistics 

Data collection & Basic statistics. YouTube videos that cite one or more scientific             
publications in the video description were collected from Altmetric.com . We used           3

Altmetric.com data as of December 2017, which includes YouTube videos posted in the             
years 2006-2017. In total Altmetic.com traced 41,445 unique videos with a total of 83,924              
references to publications. These references were made to 51,743 distinct scientific           
publications (Figure 1) with 48,527 articles, 2,901 books and 315 book chapters.  

 
Figure 1 - Quantity of videos per scientific publication (log-log plot) 

 
The PubMed API was queried to get DOIs which were missing in Altmetric.com. Citation              
counts of publications were obtained from CrossRef API. DOIs were used to access data              
from CrossRef. For documents without DOI, we queried CrossRef API using a combination             
of title, journal name (if provided) and author names. 

  Figure 2 - Distribution of comment, dislike, like and view counts 
 
Data about YouTube videos, channels and comments was obtained from Google YouTube            
API. Figure 2 depicts frequencies of comment, like, dislike and view counts. The distributions              

3 https://www.altmetric.com/  
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are very skewed and they have a long tail, e.g., most videos (i.e., around 30,000) are                
commented liked or disliked less than 50 times and very few videos receive extreme              
attention in terms of likes, views and comments.  
The dataset includes 11,332 unique YouTube channels that posted about 35,049 videos.            
6,396 videos that were referenced in Altmetric.com were no longer accessible from YouTube             
by the time of data collection. One channel in our data accounted for 1,134 videos that                
reference scientific outcome (Figure 3). 8,189 channels posted only one video that            
references scientific publications. 

 
Figure 3 - Quantity of videos per YouTube channel (log-log plot) 

 
We retrieved 4,336,304 comments to 15,613 videos. Other videos either did not receive any,              
or the comments thread was disabled (1,899 videos). Comment length seems to follow Zipf’s              
law with an inconsistent increase of comments with the length around 500 characters (Figure              
4). This anomaly might be explained by comment length limitations that existed till 2013.              
Overall, 50% of comments are at least 68 characters long and the mean length is around                
145 characters. In contrast, mean of random Youtube video comment lengths is 95.5             
characters and median 58 characters (Thelwall, Sud & Vis, 2012). Thus, comments to             
videos that reference publications are longer than general YouTube discussions. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4 - Comment length (log-log plot) 
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Samples. From our initial dataset we created subsets that represent different types of             
popular videos, using different measures of popularity:  

● the top 100 most commented videos, 
● the top 100 most liked videos, 
● the top 100 most viewed videos.  

For comparison we also created two sets that did not indicate (positive) popularity:  
● the top 100 most disliked videos, 
● 100 random videos. 

We applied different methods to approach our different research questions, combining both            
quantitative and qualitative approaches. The exact approaches will be described in the            
different subsections of the “Methods and Results” Section. For some analyses we also             
looked at the top 100 papers most cited by other papers. And for qualitative analysis we also                 
extracted lists of videos where comments were classified as highly positive or negative.  

Methods and Results 

1. What is getting popular? 
First, we want to find out if impactful scientific outcomes became popular in terms of views,                
comments and likes on YouTube. We used both, the Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistic and            
Spearman correlations. In both scenarios citation counts were normalized by median citation            
value of the publication year (further we call it “citation impact”) to reduce skewness and to                
account for citation accumulation over the years.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5 - Cumulative density function (CDF) of citation impact 

 
No significant differences (the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test) were observed between         
distributions of citation impact for popular videos (most view/like/dislike/comment) and all or            
random videos (Figure 5).  
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Table 1 shows the correlation coefficients between citation impact and          
view/like/dislike/comment counts, demonstrating weak positive correlations. That means that         
only a small fraction of popular videos are more likely to reference scientific publications with               
high than low citation impact. These results are in line with findings by Sugimoto & Thelwall                
(2013) who found that view and comment counts to TED videos have weak positive              
correlation with Google Scholar citation counts. Moreover, Sugimoto et al. (2013) found that             
the Youtube like proportion is positively correlated with the Web of Science publication             
counts of correspondent scientists.  
 
Table 1 - Correlation coefficients between video popularity metrics and citation impact  

Metric of video popularity Pearson corr. coefficients Spearman corr. coefficients 

view counts 0.011** 0.088*** 

like counts 0.016*** 0.127*** 

dislike counts 0.005 0.097*** 

comment counts 0.014*** 0.113*** 

 
Second, video durations were studied. We conducted the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test to find            
the difference between popular videos and baseline expectations (all videos and random            
videos). We found (Figure 6) that popular videos (most liked, disliked, commented, viewed)             
are longer than it would be expected by chance, although top liked and viewed videos are                
never longer than 1500 seconds. 

a) log scale plot  b) ordinal scale plot 
Figure 6 - CDF of video duration 

 
Cheng, Liu & Dale (2013) revealed that 98% of all YouTube videos are within 600 seconds                
length and 50% of videos are at least 180 seconds long. In contrast, in our dataset 80%                 
videos that reference scientific outcome are within span of 600 seconds; 50% of our videos               
are at least 218 seconds long. That is evidence that videos referencing research are longer               
than any random video on YouTube. 
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Third, we want to know if some video categories were more popular than other in terms of                 
views, counts and likes. Each video is assigned to only one category obtained from YouTube               
API. Figure 7 shows frequencies of each category. We found that most of highly popular               
videos are Science&Technology videos and the difference with “all videos” is significant.            
These findings are somewhat confirmed in the study of TED videos (Sugimoto & Thelwall,              
2013) where it was proven that Science&Technology videos received higher Youtube like            
proportions than other groups.  
 
Interestingly, Educational videos are disproportionately disliked than it would be expected           
from our full dataset. People&Blogs receive less attention than would be expected by             
chance.  

 
Figure 7 - Video categories  

 
Cheng et al. (2013) reported that half of of videos on YouTube were either Music or                
Entertainment videos as of 2008; Comedy, Education and Science&Technology were          
responsible for around 2% of videos. In our dataset of videos that reference at least one                
scientific publication, Science&Technology accounts for 43%, Education -- 18.5% (Figure          
7). 
  
Fourth, we studied research topics of papers that are referenced in videos. This             
categorization is not mutually exclusive, moreover one group can be a subset of another.              
Figure 8 presents differences in frequencies of scopus subjects of papers that are             
referenced in all videos, in videos that feature highly cited research and in top disliked               
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videos. We found more highly cited papers in "General" subject than it would be expected by                
chance. Health Science, Medicine, Nursing and Psychology are disliked disproportionately,          
meaning that there are more disliked videos in these disciplines than it would be expected.               
There are less disliked videos in Physical Sciences, Physics and Astronomy, and            
Pharmacology than it would be expected by chance. 

 
Figure 8 - Scopus subjects of referenced papers in video (all videos, videos that 

reference highly cited papers and top disliked videos) 
 

Figure 9 features scopus subjects of papers referenced in all and top            
liked/viewed/commented videos. The group of top viewed videos has similar subject patterns            
as top liked videos.  
According to Thelwall et al. (2012) Computer Science and Art are disproportionately            
overrepresented in top viewed videos. These finding were not confirmed in our study,             
namely, 1) Computer Science is significantly underrepresented in top viewed videos and 2)             
there were no significant differences found for Arts&Humanities, although slightly more           
videos were encountered in top viewed videos. 
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Figure 9 - Scopus subjects of referenced papers in video (all videos, top commented 

videos, top liked videos and top viewed videos) 

2. What is being discussed? Topic mining of comments 
For every comment we identify the language and find the following top languages: English              
(3,805,983), Portuguese (145,039), Spanish (76,195). In order to automatically identify          
topics from comments, we limited our dataset to comments that are in English and at least                
as long as 50 characters (2,398,483 comments). Then Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)            
model was trained on 100,000 random comments. The resulting model comprised of 10             
distinct topics (Figure 10, 11). Three topics are expressing some kind of opinion, namely, the               
first “opinion1 (people, like, shit)” is likely to express liking or disliking of some person, the                
second “opinion2 (like, feel, thing)” expresses liking of some “thing”, the third “opinion3             
(video, like, love)” liking a video. The full list of most representative topic words and their                
probabilities can be found here . For reasons of brevity in the following we present results for                4

highly cited research and top viewed videos.  
 

4 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gLoQs2bLr5XdCyhw6VnOIJXhNsCicUdvBa2MfzawkRA  
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Figure 10 presents medians of topic probabilities of 100,000 random comments and            
comments to video referencing 100 top highly cited papers. Analysis of the differences             
revealed the following: 

1) Topics “science, believe, fact”, “people, animal, life” and “time, universe, earth” are            
more likely to appear in comments to highly cited papers. 

2) Topics “opinion1 (people, like, shit)”, “love,american,war” are less likely to appear in            
comments to highly cited papers. 

 
Figure 10 - Topics of discussions (random, videos referenced highly cited research) 

 
Figure 11 shows medians of topic probabilities of 100,000 random comments and comments             
to 100 top viewed videos. Study of differences revealed the following significant results:  

Topics “evolution, climate, warming”, “opinion1 (people, like, shit)”, “new, problem,          
comment”, “opinion3 (video, like love)”, “love, american, war” are more likely to            
appear in comments to top viewed videos. 
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Figure 11 - Topics of discussions (random, top viewed videos) 

3. How does the community interact with the videos? 
3.1. Sentiment analysis  

To examine the emotional tensions in discussions, sentiment analysis was performed.           
Polarity of 3,805,983 English comments was calculated. The polarity score (obtained using            
Python library TextBlob ) ranges between -1 (negative opinion) and 1 (positive opinion).  5

 
Figure 12 shows distribution of sentiment polarity; 22.1% of comments are negative, 34.2%             
are neutral and 43.7% are positive. Hense, discussions of scientific videos are 3.5 times              
more often either positive or neutral than negative. These findings are in line with a survey                
(Lemke et al., 2018) where for 16% of scientists commenting on YouTube is always              
associated with their positive stance towards scientific outcome and even more scientist            
associated it with an expression of positive stance in “most cases”. Thelwall, Sud & Vis               
(2012) found that majority of YouTube comments were mildly positive and 35% of general              
YouTube comments contain some negativity. Thus, we can conclude that discussions of            

5 http://textblob.readthedocs.io/en/dev/advanced_usage.html 
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videos with scientific references are less negative than it was observed in general on              
YouTube.  

 
Figure 12 - Complementary CDF (CCDF) of sentiment polarity 

 
To examine the sentiment of discussion around one video, the mean polarity was calculated              
for each set of 6,630 commented videos (video that contained less than 10 comments were               
excluded). We found that around 96% of all, top liked, viewed, commented videos have on               
average positive discussions (Figure 13). Only top disliked videos have slightly lower            
percentage (91%) of videos with positive discussion polarities. Moreover, highly cited           
research has the same discussion polarity as we would expect by chance (Figure 13). In               
contrast, top disliked, viewed, commented and liked videos have significantly lower mean            
positive sentiment than our baseline.  

 
Figure 13 - CCDF of mean polarity per video 

 
A study of TED videos (Tsou et al., 2014) showed that comments on speakers were as                
frequently positive as negative, whereas comments on TEDTalks were almost 2 times more             
often positive than negative. Another study (Thelwall, Sud & Vis, 2012) found that             
discussions with higher density (i.e, higher proportion of comment replies) on YouTube are             
more negative. Considering the above mentioned findings by other scientists, the potential            
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reason of lower mean polarity in highly liked, viewed, commented and disliked videos             
(compared to the all video dataset) might be due to the dense negative discussions between               
commenters. Thus, further research has to be done in order to test this hypothesis.  

3.2. Examples of very positive and very negative discussions 
We also manually looked at videos for which comments were automatically classified as             
highly positive or negative in order to get a better understanding of what drives sentiments in                
comments. The top 29 videos with most positively and top 26 videos with most negatively               
classified comments (with at least 20 comments per video) were considered. For this             
preliminary work in progress, this was done in an explorative approach by one of the authors                
of this paper and a research assistant, who both iteratively studied the examples and              
discussed their observations. Future work will be to develop this into a codebook for more               
comprehensive content analysis. 
 
Looking at the examples with very negative comments revealed some recurring patterns:  

● There were some examples of videos that were perceived as disturbing by the users,              
including a video of a beetle eating a frog or a video about Trypophobia, the fear of                 
holes. These kind of videos are related to scientific topics and the cited scientific              
publications match the video topics. In some cases the videos are even            
supplementary videos of the published papers. Negative sentiments in comments are           
expressed because of the users’ emotional affection with the video contents, such as             
disgust or fear.  

● Several other examples can be summarized as cases of expressing personal           
opinions on controversial or radical topics such as terrorism, vaccines, aids denial or             
pedophily, which cause hateful and extreme reactions in comments.  

● A third recurring theme is controversies about health and nutrition topics, such as             
vegan diets or vitamins.  

In most cases, negative sentiments did not indicate criticism of the referenced scientific             
papers. Cases that can be viewed as exceptions include a supplementary video of a paper               
describing a medication for schizophrenia and one video which explicitly asks the audience             6

to comment on the results of a specific scientific paper about video games and violence (“do                
you think this study is right” ).  7

 
The examples with very positive comments include most prominently the following groups of             
videos:  

● There is a notable share of videos on topics from everyday life and lifestyle such as                
health, beauty, workout, nutrition, wellbeing and personal relationships, often in the           
style of tutorials. Users are commenting very positively on videos that they found             
helpful and appreciate the presenters’ efforts. Comments include phrases like “really           
helpful”, “Great in depth video here. Thanks”. They also comment positively on the             
presenters of the videos (e.g. “you look extremely healthy”, “you are so funny”) or              
provide encouragement and support to them.  

6 Tolerability of paliperidone palmitate - Video abstract: 32581, retrieved from:           
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RXgmHwE-N8g  
7 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QGud14jk6IE 
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● There are several other videos that explain or visualize scientific topics, such as an              
introduction to the microscope or to the astronomic constellation Orion. Comments           
value the good presentation and informativeness of the videos (“Excellent          
explanation”, “You saved me before my main semester exam”).  

● Fewer videos are presentations by scientists that match their published papers. They            
are receiving comments that mention the informative value of the presentation or the             
general importance of this research, or are personally congratulating the researchers           
on their work.  

An interesting insight from this small-scale qualitative approach is that non-academics are            
looking into scientific papers and using scientific results for their videos, e.g. for backing up               
facts or for establishing themselves as a medium that communicates scientific topics and             
results to a broader public. For most cases in both the positively and negatively commented               
examples a topical relation between the video content and the cited scholarly papers could              
be confirmed.  

4. Who is citing scholarly articles on YouTube? The YouTube         
channels behind highly recognized videos 

We have looked in more detail at the YouTube channels that have published videos with               
high attention: For the top 100 most commented/liked/viewed in our dataset we looked at the               
channels in order to develop a categorization scheme. The scheme was developed and             
applied by one of the authors of this paper together with a research assistant. We used the                 
channel info in YouTube and searched for additional background information about the            
channels. Table 2 shows the categories that were iteratively developed in this process and              
the number of channels that were found for these categories in the different lists of top 100                 
popular videos. This will be the basis for developing a codebook for future more detailed               
coding of channel types. 
 

Table 2 - Categorization of channels based on the most popular videos 
Category Description and examples No. of 

channels 
in 100 top 
commente
d videos 
(out of 24 
unique 
channels) 

No. of 
channels 
in 100 top 
liked 
videos (out 
of 19 
unique 
channels) 

No. of 
channels in 
100 top 
viewed 
videos (out 
of 16 unique 
channels) 

YouTuber The channel is hosted by one or more persons who 
(semi-)professionally and/or regularly produce YouTube 
videos and have an established online presence on 
YouTube. Accounts can be from individuals (e.g. cellbit) or 
groups (e.g. SciShow).  

12 (24) 7 (19) 7 (16) 

YouTuber with 
academic 
background 

This category was used as a more specific version of the 
YouTuber category for cases, in which the persons behind 
the channel were recognized as having some academic 
degree (but not being professional researchers with 
academic affiliations). This includes the popular channels 
Vsause and Veritasium, or group channels like 
MinuteEarth.  

7 (24) 7 (19) 5 (16) 
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Researcher Individual that can be recognized as professional 
academics (with academic degree, job in academia, 
conducting research on the topic of the video).  

0 0 0 

Academic 
publishers 

The category is used for academic publishers (e.g. 
Nature).  

0 1 (19) 1  (16) 

Journalism The category is used for media companies or journalistic 
sources, that also maintain a YouTube channel, for 
journalistic videos and channels hosted by journalists or 
media outlets that exist outside of YouTube. One example 
is buzzfeedvideo. 

2 (24) 2 (19) 2 (16) 

YouTube media YouTube channels belonging to a broader Youtube media 
economy, professional media accounts on YouTube.  

2 (24) 0 0 

Other Other accounts by individuals or groups who did not fit into 
the above categories. 

1 (24) 0 1 (16) 

n.a. this category was used for cases were no information         
about the channel was available (e.g. because fields were         
empty or information was only available in certain        
languages).  

0 2 (19) 0 

 
Popular videos are mainly produced by YouTubers, people who regularly and/or           
(semi)professionally upload videos and identify with their channels. Some of them have            
some academic background (e.g. a bachelor or master degree), but do not work as              
professional researchers. Professional academics were only identified in one instance from           
the random videos subset. A large share of “other” categories found in the random set               
indicates, that additional categories might be needed to capture the diversity of channel             
types: It would make sense to look at YouTubers’ topical foci, video style or at comment                
contents (as done for TED talks by Tsou et al., 2014). Looking at the gender of presenters of                  
channels might also be interesting. For the top 100 most commented videos only one              
channel had an individual female presenter (others were run by teams that included women).  

Conclusions and Future Work 
From our findings we can conclude that YouTube is a place for public interaction with               
scientific content. Discussions of videos with scientific references are less negative than it             
was observed in general YouTube videos. Hense, YouTube comment counts might be            
considered as a potential signal of positive stance towards scientific outcome and can be              
potentially utilized as an alternative metric of scientific success.  
 
This paper presents work in progress that still has several limitations. It is mainly exploratory               
at this stage and additional suggestions for future foci and additional approaches is             
welcome.  
 

● Categories for manual coding of YouTube channels should be improved in the future,             
coding should be done by more than one person and inter-rater agreement should be              
measured and optimized.  
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● Scopus subjects that were utilized to study disciplinary differences are mainly journal            
based, meaning that they might not reflect actual discipline of individual paper.  

● Parameters of topic mining have to be optimized. For example, optimal/reasonable           
number of topics should be determined. In this study model was trained assuming             
that 10 topics have to be identified from the pull of comments. 

 
Additional analytical tools and approaches for analysing YouTube comments, such as those            
proposed by Thelwall (2017) should checked for their potential to add insights, e.g. on              
gender of users. Other potential topics for future work include additional text analyses to              
compare paper topics and video topics obtained from subtitles or manual coding. Further we              
will study density of comment replies proposed by Thelwall, Sud & Vis (2012). This measure               
indicates how much commenters interact with each other and might shed light on reasons of               
sentiment polarization. 
 
Programming code can be accessed by request and will be shared via GitHub after private               
data anonymization.  
 
This work was supported by the DFG-funded research project *metrics (project number:            
314727790). 
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